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Information:

Name: Combat

Theme: Combat Adventure

Production year: 2017

Type: Solid State (SS)

Features:

1 playfield

4 flippers
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3 pop bumpers

4 eject holes

2 kickback lanes

2 ramps

2-bank spot targets (3)

2-bank drop targets (2)

3-bank spot targets (1)

4-bank drop targets (1)
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This software is a scam, there is no way that real software would 100% crash,and\/or corrupt every single file you import into it
within 10 minutes of using it..

Don't get me wrong,it would be an amazing tool for retopo if you could use it for more than 5 minutes after which it glitches
out. Camera stops working,your cursor will be drawn wherever you go with it (what is this,Windows xp?). And if you dare to
save it white it happens, after you've done a lot of topology work that you don't want to go to waste, the file will be corrupted
and you can start all over again.Sometimes it crashes too.

I've had this software for years and it's always been like this, the dev still hasn't fixed it (hence the low "playtime",I just bought
other software that actually works).

So yeah,save your money and buy something else instead.. This is a review of the Special forces and bonus content DLC for
Empire total war

There is a great variety of units in this one and alot of powerful ones, from the great organ guns, to bucklys regiment, units like
rogers rangers and ghorkas really can give your forces an advantage in your colonies, and you can't say no to the HMS Victory
or the USS constiution

Units: Bucklys regiment (france), Corsa gurillas tores Spain), Ghoorkas (anyone), Organ guns (Ottomans), Roger's rangers
(britian), HMS victory (britian), Death's head hussars (prussia), USS constiution (USA), Dahomy amazons (anyone). The music
is bad, the controls are terrible, the autoscrollers are the worst I've ever seen, and the bosses are uninspired and time consuming.
The 3D Land inspiration is clear however, and some of these levels are pretty fun. If you decide to play this game, listen to your
own music on another device.. It's a free VR experience, and it's short and interesting. How can you complain about electing to
experience something for free?. Cut and Paste from itunes, complete with spelling mistakes, grinding and pointless fetch quests.

Otherwise could've been a decent game if the dev team supported the game beyond the itune release though it seems common
now that you can throw a quiet and dirt game for abit of cash and move on.. Nice tower defense.. I imported my character from
the main game and basically ran through the game with fighting as less as possible because the combat system gets fast really
boring .... (still could defeat the endboss easily)

but i indeed enjoyed some parts of the game like
-> the loading screens, they look really nice and i'd rather watch them for my ~2 hours "playtime" instead of actually playing the
game normally...
-> the graphics ... even it just took me ~2 hours to play it to the end i mainly just looked at some fancy horizons

Also the game can explain itself quiet well how a player sits in front of his screen during his playthrough with an ingame
screenshot.
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1348636915

1/10 liked the part of the walking simulator where you didnt have to fight. Still totally 15€ worth for ~2 hours of gameplay..
Locked at 30fps. But it feels more like 15 and it stutters as well. I'm updating my review in 2018 as I haven't played the game
for years and thought I'd give it another chance. It isn't any better than I remembered it. There are no graphical options other
than resolution and vsync. My specs are i7 4790K, 16GB RAM, GTX 1050 Ti 4GB and Samsung 840 Pro SSD. Suffice to say
my hardware is not the problem. The game is. Even if it ran well, it is extremely mediocre.. It's a great dlc! The horn is one of
my favorites in the game and it actually comes with two horns. One for regular use and one for inside Grand Central Terminal.
The suppressed horn or whatever it's called is located at the bottom of the cabview like a foot pedal or press C on the keyboard.
The scenarios are great. The engine looks and performs well. $20.00 is very expensive so as always wait for a sale to buy it. You
will not regret having this for the NY-NH route.. iz gud

Okay in a serious tone I give this game 9\/10 from an early review. You can rank up and unlock things. It has good content for
an early game. I cant wait to see this game grow!

  Zebro Dude
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It's a speed beatem up with RPG elements. OR a Beat em up racer? This is definitely for gamers who love speedrunning or time
trials. It has likeable characters, a interesting world, and enjoyable music. No PVP but it does have co-op. Definitely worth a try
if you like beat em ups with something different or like speed running.. I really wanted to like this game, but it is so full of bugs
and unbalanced stuff.
I'll change the review, if it's less buggy.. I really love this game!! I first read the comics then I play its respective level. Once I
finish the story, I will start the survival mode!! :). The character models are SO good. The attention to detail is unbelievable.
And unlike every other investigator (excluding Yumi and Nikolai), these investigators' alternate skins actually change their
clothing and hair and stuff instead of being recolors. VERY high quality in the art department.

Gameplay wise? Corey is a very welcome addition to the team. A nice all-arounder character who can help his team just by
picking up batteries, and with a negative trait that isn't all that bad since it can't affect flashbangs and medkits (as far as I know),
which are the 2 most valuable items.

Shaira might need a buff. She's either a stealthy caboose, or a split with good bravery and dueling potential. Her positive trait
relies on her teammates dying, but also on those teammates being competant enough to find clues on their own and properly be
able to alert living investigators of its location. Plus, in a good team, investigators rarely die early game and in late game
Exploration really loses its value. Her negative trait on top of this just makes her kind of weak. Definitley playable, but not the
strongest of the bunch.

The 2 new flashlights are cool too, LED goes really well with Shaira since even when it's dying it's still bright enough to see a
bit.. Bit Blaster XL is certainly easy to overlook given a quick look at the screenshots or gameplay, but I have to say I haven't
paid so little money for so much fun in a long time. For the price of what you'd pay these days for 30ish seconds in an arcade,
you can buy this endlessly enjoyable arcade-inspired classic. On the surface it look like it might be a twin-stick shooter, but you
actually use a single analog of a gamepad and have to contend with the fact that you are always moving forward. An interesting
challenge for those used to games like Geometry Wars where control is very precise. It also defaults to an “auto fire” mode
which I quickly turned off since there is an ammo element to the game, but I think it does make the game slightly more
accessible, which is always a good thing.

What really sets Bit Blaster XL apart from its contemporaries is that it also implements some roguelite mechanics in that,
throughout your play session, you're collecting coins to unlock more ships with different characteristics. They vary in size,
speed, firingpower, starting shields (health) and starting bombs. At first they seem to be more like 'sidegrades' than upgrades,
but as you unlock more they clearly become much more capable and allow you to get further – that is, if you're able to control
their faster speed. The best part of this is that each ship has its own musical theme when you use it and they're all pretty solid
chiptune tracks. All of this adds up to a great incentive to play more of what would normally just be a game that centered around
chasing high scores.

For the base price of 99 cents, I don't know that this can really be beat as far as the sheer value and how much fun it is. It's
definitely a game I can see myself dipping in to whenever I have a spare 10 or 15 minutes and just want to see if I can knock out
my high score. I fully recommend picking it up even at full price (because who can't spare a dollar) not only because it's a good
time, but because a developer like this needs to be encouraged to continue their efforts and dive in to development of even more
robust games of this quality.

If you'd like to see more of my reviews, check out my curator page here: 
http://steamcommunity.com/groups/EndyoGaming#curation
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